Hot Dots® Standards-Based Math Review Cards reinforce the important math skills that students need to master in second grade. This set of 600 teacher-written questions is aligned to state and national math standards and provides curriculum support for 25 important math skill areas, from place value to probability. The cards feature full-color pictures and multiple-choice formats that promote and encourage year-long learning of a wide range of math skills. Use the cards with the interactive, self-checking Hot Dots® pen (sold separately), or use the cards themselves as traditional math flash cards.

There are several ways to use your Hot Dots® Standards-Based Math Review Cards:

• Throughout the school year, invite students to work progressively through the comprehensive library of question cards. Students can work independently or in small groups.
• Assign specific math skill areas as you teach them by preselecting corresponding cards in each color-coded category and placing those cards in your classroom learning center.
• Send the cards home with students who need extra reinforcement or remedial practice on individual skills.

What’s on Each Card?

- Color-coded skill area
- Question
- Card number
- Hot Dots® answer choices

Hot Dots® Standards-Based Math Review Cards provide comprehensive coverage of a WHOLE YEAR of second-grade math skills.

Contents:
- 300 Cards with 600 questions (5” x 5”)
- 25 Color-coded tabbed skill dividers
- Reproducible Student Progress Sheet
- Answer Key
Before letting students work independently, demonstrate how to use the cards and the interactive Hot Dots® pen. Choose a sample card, read the question together, and select the correct answer choice. Show students how to position the pen on the center of the Hot Dot® next to the answer choice, making sure the tip of the pen sits flat on the surface of the dot. Demonstrate what happens when an incorrect Hot Dot® answer choice is selected.

**Tips:**
- Make sure the cards rest on a hard surface when using the interactive Hot Dots® pen on them.
- Never laminate the cards.
- Store extra pens in the compartment behind the cards.

**How to Position the Hot Dots® Pen**

Make sure the tip of the Hot Dots pen sits flat on the surface of the answer dot as shown above.

**Using the Cards as Traditional Flash Cards**

Hot Dots® Standards-Based Math Review Cards can be used as traditional flash cards for independent review or small group practice. Have students read the questions and record their answer choices on the Student Progress Sheet. Students can check their answers using the Answer Key.

**Reproducible Student Progress Sheet**

Use the Student Progress Sheet to track your students’ progress through the library of Hot Dots® Standards-Based Math Review Cards. Photocopy the Student Progress Sheet and distribute to students. As cards are mastered, mark their successful completion on the checklist with a ✓ or date. When the cards are being used as traditional flash cards, students can also use this sheet to record their answer choices.

**Skill Dividers**

This set of Hot Dots® Standards-Based Math Review Cards comes with 25 skill area dividers. The top section of each card is color-coded to correspond to its tabbed skill divider for easy identification.